Support For H.R. 3946/S.B. 1800

The following National and Local Organizations have signed with their support and endorsement for H.R. 3946/S.B. 1800, The FASD Respect Act as of May 2, 2024. For more information on supporting The FASD Respect Act, go to www.bit.ly/FASDRespect

National Organizations
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
The Arc of the United States
Association of University Centers on Disabilities (AUCD)
The Carter Center Mental Health Program
Center for Adoption Support and Education
Choose Love Movement
Comfort Cases
Creating a Family
Dave Thomas Foundation for Adoption
FASD Collaborative Project
FASD United
Ike's Love & Sandwiches
MARR Addiction Treatment Centers
NAMI - National Alliance on Mental Illness
National Association for Children of Addiction (NACoA)
National Disability Rights Network (NDRN)
National Foster Parent Association
North American Council on Adoptable Children
Resource Residential
Rosary Makers of America

Local Organizations by State

Alaska
ACCA, Inc.
Alaska Center for FASD
Alaska Prenatal Alcohol Partners

Alabama
Alabama Bureau of Pardons & Parole
Alabama Disabilities Advocacy Program
Alabama FASD Advocates
Premium Cabinets of Alabama
Arizona
Premium Cabinets of Arizona

Arkansas
Arkansas None for Nine
Specialty Diagnostic Resource Center

California
Alperstein, Simon, Farkas, Gillin & Scott, LLP
Embracing the Brain
FASD Network of Northern California
FASD Network of Southern California
FASD NorCal
Fresno Council on Child Abuse Prevention
Institute for Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders Discovery
McGowan Advocacy Group
Patricia Kasper, MA Mth, Training Services, LLC
Sevens Legal, APC
Violence Intervention Program CMHC
World's Greatest Promotional Stuff

Colorado
Illuminate Colorado
PEAK Parent Center
Raise the Future
Safe Families for Children

Connecticut
Choose Love Movement

Florida
441 Rehab Center
Ad Graphics
AmorX
Ann Vorhees, Inc.
Barbara Katz Sportswear Co.
Berger Law, LLC
Bogin, Munns and Munns, P.A.
Brian B Jacobus Jr. DDS. MS, PA
Brinkley Morgan
Florida Continued...
Crystal Clear Glass
Disability Rights Florida
First Light Home Care
First Third Capital, Inc.
The Florida Center for Early Childhood
Govinda & Goddesses
JB Construction and Design Services
The Keyes Company
Making Hair Beautiful
Personal Ponies, Ltd.
Physicians Institute
Seaside Premium Cabinets
The Society for Recovering Doormats
Wyland Galleries Key West
Wyland Galleries of Sarasota

Georgia
3D Renovations Inc.
A Healing Paradigm
Atlanta Writers Club
The Barton Child Law and Policy Center
Bobby Dodd Institute
Booklogix
Breda Pest Management
The Carter Center Mental Health Program
Caverhill Consulting Group, Inc.
Dunwoody Dental Care
Dunwoody Pharmacy
Emory Center for Maternal Substance Abuse and Child Development
Georgia Appleseed Center for Law and Justice
Georgia Council for Recovery
Georgia Lions Lighthouse Foundation
The Greater Gwinnett Reentry Alliance
Georgians for Alternatives to the Death Penalty
The Habif Properties
Haddon-McClellan Associates, Inc
Interfaith Outreach Home, Inc
JCRC of Atlanta
J Herman Health and Life Insurance
J.M. Still Burn Center
JR’s Loghouse
Keller Williams First Atlanta
Keystone Concrete Foundations, Inc
Law Office of Steven Kahlenberg, Inc
The Lawn Butler, Inc
Georgia Continued...
Laureate Medical Group
Life Empowerment Enterprises, Inc.
MARR Addiction Treatment Centers
Motherhood Beyond Bars
Oakbridge Partners, Ltd
Peachtree Farm
Rosary Makers of America
Sidney Wayne Julius, D.D.S.
Smaltz Family Dental Care
SMV Market
Southern Center for Human Rights
Sparrow 10:29
Studio 21 Hair Salon
Tommy Nobis Center
Vinings Center for Dentistry

Hawaii
FASD Communities
Hawaii FASD Action Group

Idaho
Big Wood Cabinets

Illinois
The Center for Neurobehavioral Guidance
Conti & Dolan
Florissa Pediatric Development Center
genesisONE
Ileen Lasko Advocacy & Case Management
Jersey Jack Pinball
Level Field Alliance
Praedium Valuation Group
Zibelman Law Office, LLC

Indiana
Empowering Children
The Indiana Alliance of Prenatal Substance Exposure
INfancy Onward
Kosciusko Cares
Mental Health America of Indiana
Neurolly Solutions, Inc. LLC
New Beginnings Behavior Intervention Services
Indiana Continued...
Pathways to Healing Counseling
Resource Residential
Sabra Burnett
Streams in the Desert Therapy & Coaching LLC

Kansas
127 Consulting
Dream Acres, Inc
Kansas FASD Support Network, Inc
Kathryn Anne White Professional Services
Village Pediatrics, LLC

Kentucky
First Christian Church of Pineville

Maine
American Academy of Pediatrics, Maine Chapter
National Association of Social Workers, Maine Chapter

Maryland
Disability Rights Maryland
Steven Friedman Tours & Lectures

Massachusetts
IHR, Institute for Health and Recovery
Plymouth ENT
The Wandering Heart Project
William James College Brenner Assessment Center

Michigan
College of Art and Letters
Executive Kitchen
Fostering Forward Michigan
Grace Christian Learning Center
Mark Feinberg, PLLC
Michael & Elaine Serling Institute for Jewish Studies & Modern Israel
Michigan Coalition for Fetal Alcohol Resources, Education, and Support (MCFARES)
Michigan First Realty
Urban Move, LLC
Minnesota
Proof Alliance

Mississippi
Mississippi Office of State Public Defender

New York
Adoptive and Foster Family Coalition of New York
Justice For Orphans NY
It’s a Wrap
University of Rochester

New Jersey
Youth Consultation Service

Nevada
Nevada Families for FASD Awareness
Foster Kinship
Grant a Gift Autism Foundation
Inclusion Fusion

North Carolina
The Arc of North Carolina
Brain Injury Association of North Carolina-BIANC
Charlotte Mecklenburg Drug Free Coalition
Chatham Drug Free
Crothall Laundry and Linen Services
Easterseals UCP North Carolina & Virginia
Exceptional Children’s Assistance Center
First in Families of North Carolina
Foster Family Alliance of NC
Henson Fuerst, PA
HOPE North Carolina
Mental Health Transformation Alliance
NC Collaborative for Children, Youth and Families
NCFASD Informed, Inc.
Peacehaven Community Farm
Sumwalt & Sumwalt, PA

North Dakota
Family Services Network Inc. (FASD-ND)
North Dakota Protection & Advocacy Project
Ohio
Northeast Ohio Premium Cabinets

Oklahoma
Premium Cabinets of Oklahoma

Pennsylvania
Daniel B. Block, MD

South Carolina
Columbia Family Chiropractic
Megan Stetson, PA
Suzerain

Tennessee
Practical Business Inc.
Premium Cabinets of Tennessee

Texas
360 Balance and Dizziness
Abacus Brain Gym
Amelia Lay, RN
American Party Rental
Amy Johnson, RN
Amy McClarney, RN
Andra Soto Therapy
Ann Flemings Art
Arboretum Vision Care
Ashley Holder, M.D.
Austin Child Guidance Center for Therapy
Austin Laser Dentist
Austin Neurological Clinic
Austin Neuropsychology, PLLC
Austin Vision Associates
Beautiful Beginning Birth Center
Bee Cave Eye Care Essentials
Body By An-Marie
Books Family Health Center
Bridgeview Dental
Brittanie Cooper, RN
Carol Aaron Art
Texas Continued...
Catalyst Realty
Cathy Gould, LCSW, LCDC
CBEM Classics, LLC
Christina Portell, M.S. CCC/SLP
Claire Harrison, M.D.
Cooper's Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu & MMA
Courtney Clark, PT, DPT, OCS
Cristina Cortez, CMA
D. Gandhi Communications
Deena Sooray, RN
EC Dancing, LLC
Escape Nails Bar
Encompass Health Rehabilitation Hospital of Round Rock
Fearshire Farms
First Light Home Care
Flores Painting & Remodeling
Focused on You Chiropractic
Forging Nails Salon and Beauty
Foundations Movement
Full Life Chiropractic
Fusion Academy
Glaucoma Institute of Austin
Genesis Floor Care, LLC
Gloss Nails & Spa
Greenside Golf Caddy, LLC
Grant Halliburton Foundation
Guevara Law Firm, P.C.
Heart & Soul Speech
Hedgepath Woodworks
Hersh Law Firm, P.C.
Homesmith Realty, LLC
Honda of Lake Jackson
The IDD Council of Tarrant County
International Beauty Center
Invictus Fitness
Jeffry S. Abrams, Attorney & Mediator
Jennifer Perez, OTR
Jessica Brading, MBA-HM, BSN, RN, CBIST
Jim Gray's Heating & Cooling
Jim Mathew, RN, CCRN, BSN
Joint Chiropractic of Kyle
Joshua Pearson, CMA
Jukajaro III, LLC
Jun Shen, RN
Katrine Berg, RN
Texas Continued...

Kelly Bojar, RN
Kelly Personal Training
Kelvin Flores, FNP-C, ATC
Kristen McGovern, RN
Kurt Jordan Photography
Kyle Holdings, LLC
Lakeway TaekwonDo
LaBcorp
The Language Experts
LaShena Crump, RN
Laura Chase, PT, DPT, Cert MDT
Laura Meritt, M.D.
Lillian Nguyen, PT, DPT
Lisa Crowder Jewelry
Living Healthy Chiropractic
Loocy Parekkatu, RN, BSN, CCRN
Loren Devine, PT
Macek Furniture
The Magical Manners Club for Boys & Girls
Margo Carr, RN
MB Digital Interiors
Melissa Bell OTR, CDRS, LDI
Merrick Ross, M.D.
Michael Carberry Whole Life Learning Center
The Michael Cotton Foundation
Michael Loeb, M.D.
Michelle Bennett, RN
Mikaela Frissell, LCSW
Mimi Frank Fine Art
Michael H. Moghimi, M.D.
NAMI-National Alliance on Mental Illness (Texas Chapter)
Nancy Yturri, RN
NatAlliance Holdings
Neema Navai, M.D.
Nemetz Insurance Services
New Beginnings Neuropsychology PLLC
North Austin Mathnasium
O. Atilla Onan, M.D.
Orthopedic Specialists of Austin
Personal Training by Barbara
Precision Chiropractic
Premium Cabinets of North Dallas
Raimy Amasha, M.D.
Ralph Sawyer, B.S., DC
Robles Law Firm
Texas Continued...
Rodman Law Office
Salon IVO
Shawn Laney, M.D.
The Shed, LLC
Sophia Higareda, PA-C
Sorrells Brown, LLC
Spain Sober Living
Spencer Kee, M.D.
Spring Branch Medical Supply
Stone Coat Concrete Coatings
Texas FASD Network
Texas Grandparents Raising Grandchildren
Texas Hillel Foundation
Texas Neuro Rehab Center
T.F.N. Nutrition Center
Thomas Aung, M.D.
Thomas Kozlowski, O.D.
Thomas Meyer Investment Management
Thomas Redmond, PA-C
Todd Snyder, RN
Top Point Metal Roofing, LLC
Tori Veloz, R.D.M.S.
Tri Star Farm
TVAustin
Unism Development
Visiting Angels
Westlake Medical Consultants, PLLC
William Michael Brode, M.D.

Virginia
Easterseals UCP North Carolina & Virginia
Formed Families Forward
Free Forever-Latisha’s House Foundation

Washington
Brooks Powers Group
FASD Focus NW (Formerly NOFAS WA)
FASD Strong
Healthy Minds Consulting
WA State FAS Diagnostic & Prevention Network

Washington, DC
NAMI- National Alliance on Mental Illness (District of Columbia Chapter)